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1. Introduction
According to the development of the Internet, multi-media contents such as music, picture,
movie, etc. are treated by digital format on the network. It enables us to purchase digital
contents via a net easily. However, it causes several problems such as violation of ownership
and illegal distribution of the copy. Digital fingerprinting is used to trace back the illegal users,
where unique ID known as digital fingerprints is embedded into digital contents before distri-
bution Wu et al. (2004). When a suspicious copy is found, the owner can identify illegal users
by extracting the fingerprint. The fingerprinting techniques of multimedia contents involve
the generation of a fingerprint, the embedding operation, and the realization of traceability
from redistributed copies. The research on such fingerprinting techniques is classified into
two studies; secure cryptographic protocol and design of collusion resistant fingerprint.
In a cryptographic protocol, the goal is to achieve the asymmetric property between a buyer
and a seller such that only the former can obtain a uniquely fingerprinted copy because of
the threat of dispute. If both of the parties know the fingerprinted copy, the buyer may re-
distribute a pirated copy but later repudiate it by insisting that it came from the seller. An
asymmetric protocol Pfitzmann & Schunter (1996) is executed by exploiting the homomor-
phic property of the public key cryptosystem that enables a seller to produce the ciphertext of
fingerprinted copy by operating an encrypted fingerprint with encrypted contents.
Since each user purchases multimedia contents involving his own fingerprint, each copy is
slightly different. A coalition of users will therefore combine their different marked copies
of a same content for the purpose of removing/changing the original fingerprint. A number
of works on designing fingerprints that are resistant against the collusion attack have been
proposed. Many of them can be categorized into two approaches. One is to exploit the Spread
Spectrum (SS) technique Cox et al. (1997); Wang et al. (2004; 2005); Zhao et al. (2005), and
the other approach is to devise an exclusive code, known as collusion-secure code Boneh
& Shaw (1998); Staddon et al. (2001); Tardos (2003); Trappe et al. (2003); Yacobi (2001); Zhu
et al. (2005), which has traceability of colluders. Although cryptographic protocols provide
the asymmetric property, the production of embedding information is based on the design of
collusion-resistant fingerprint.
In this chapter, we introduce the implementation method of watermarking technique in the
encrypted domain during the fingerprinting protocol. As the robustness against attacks, a
transformed domain like frequency domain is generally suitable to embed watermark infor-
mation into an image. In such a case, the components of the transformed domain may be
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represented by real values. In order to apply a public-key cryptosystem, all frequency compo-
nents of an image must be quantized to integer. In the operation, a fingerprinting information
is embedded to the quantized value. From the perceptual property, the changes in low fre-
quency components stand out compared with that of the other components and hence each
component is quantized adaptively by a special quantization step size. In the conventional
method Kuribayashi & Tanaka (2005), for the embedding of an information bit of which value
is unknown, the frequency components in the embedding positions are quantized to a special
number before embedding so that the value can be changed depending on the information
bit, which embedding method is based on QIMwatermarking Chen &Wornel (2001). We pro-
pose the method for implementing the spread spectrum watermarking technique by carefully
designing parameters for rounding operation. As the precision of the representing watermark
signal is sensitive for the implementation, the parameters are scaled by multiplying a constant
factor. For the characteristic of the fingerprinting protocol, frequency components and the wa-
termark signal must be separately encrypted after quantization. In such a case, the consistency
of the precision is a sensitive issue. Then, the separate rounding operation causes interference
term in a deciphered data at a buyer side. Without loss of secrecy of an original content, the
interference term is removed after decryption in the post-processing. The proposed approach
provides a guideline for the selection of watermarking technique suitable for a multimedia
forensic system.
2. Fingerprinting Protocol
One of serious threats in the fingerprinting is dispute and repudiation of a purchase. The pur-
pose of fingerprinting protocol is to solve such threats by achieving the asymmetric property,
where only a buyer knows a fingerprinted copy. If both a buyer and a seller know a finger-
printed copy, the seller cannot prove to a third party whose copy it was even if the buyer’s
fingerprint can be extracted. This is because amalicious seller may distribute the copy in order
to frame an innocent buyer. Hence, it is desirable that only a buyer is able to obtain his own
fingerprinted copy in the protocol. Such a protocol is called the asymmetric fingerprinting
protocol. As in real-life market places, it is desired that electronic market places offer privacy
to the customers. It should be possible to buy different articles anonymously, since purchased
items can reveal a lot of behavioristic information about a buyer. The solution is the anony-
mous fingerprinting protocol. Thus, the fingerprinting protocol is classified into the following
three classes.
Symmetric: The operation to embed a fingerprint is performed only by a seller. Therefore, he
cannot convince any third party of the traitor’s treachery even if he has found out the
identity of a traitor in an illegal copy.
Asymmetric: Fingerprinting is an interactive protocol between a buyer and a seller. After the
sale, only the buyer obtains the copy with a fingerprint. If the seller finds the finger-
printed copy somewhere, he can identify the traitor and convince a third party that the
the copy is illegally distributed by the traitor.
Anonymous: A buyer can purchase a fingerprinted copy without informing his identity to a
seller, but he can identify the traitor later. It also retains the asymmetric property.
In asymmetric fingerprinting, the plain value of a fingerprint should not be revealed to a seller,
otherwise he can produce a fingerprinted copy by himself. Therefore an interactive protocol is
performed to prevent the seller obtaining the fingerprinted copy. Such a protocol is based on
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public-key cryptosystems because they assure only a buyer can decrypt a ciphertext though
both of them can perform the enciphering operation. In order to achieve the asymmetric
fingerprinting, a homomorphic property of public-key cryptosystems is applied.
2.1 Asymmetric Property
In order to achieve an asymmetric property, a homomorphic property of public-key cryptosys-
tems is introduced in the fingerprinting protocols Pfitzmann & Sadeghi (1999). The homomor-
phic property enables a seller to obtain the ciphertext of fingerprinted copy by operating an
encrypted fingerprint with an encrypted original content. Since the ciphertext is computed
using a buyer’s encryption key, only the buyer can decrypt it; hence, only he can obtain the
fingerprinted copy.
The homomorphic property of public-key cryptosystems is often applied for cryptographic
protocol as operations that can be performed without revealing the plain value. If an opera-
tion on a ciphertext space results in an operation on the message space, the cryptosystem is
homomorphic, and principally the former operation is multiplication and the latter is one of
three operations, “addition, multiplication, exclusive or”, in public-key cryptosystems.
Let E(M) be a ciphertext of a message M. The homomorphic property satisfies the following
equation:
g
(
E(M1), E(M2)
)
= E
(
f (M1, M2)
)
, (1)
where g(·) and f (·) is one of the operations, addition, multiplication, XOR, etc., which is re-
lated to the applied cryptosystem and the embedding algorithm (Most public-key cryptosys-
tems select multiplication for g(·)). If M1 is regarded as a digital content and M2 as a fin-
gerprint, the fingerprint can be embedded in the content without decryption by multiplying
those ciphertexts. Since they are calculated using buyer’s public encryption-key, the finger-
printed copy is decrypted only by the buyer, hence the asymmetric property is satisfied. The
embedding operation based on the homomorphic property is basically performed for each
element of fingerprint information which will be composed of bit-sequence or spread spec-
trum sequence, hence each element is separately embedded in its corresponding position.
Thus, M1 is not the entire content, but one of the components like the frequency elements
to be fingerprinted by a watermarking technique. Note that in watermarking techniques
Katzenbeisser & Petitcolas (2000) for digital images, it is advisable to embed information in
the frequency components for both the robustness and perceptual quality. When the vector
representation of M1 is given by {m1,1,m1,2,m1,3, . . .}, the ciphertext is also represented as
E(M1) = {E(m1,1), E(m1,2), E(m1,3), . . .}. As the consequence, the detail of Eq.(1) is given by
g
(
E(m1,i), E(m2,i)
)
= E
(
f (m1,i,m2,i)
)
, (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .). (2)
The multiplicative property of RSA scheme Rivest et al. (1978) is applied to embed a finger-
print in Memon &Wong (2001), the homomorphism of a bit commitment scheme based on the
quadratic residues Brassard et al. (1988) is exploited Pfitzmann & Sadeghi (1999; 2000), and
the additive homomorphic property of public-key cryptosystem such as Okamoto-Uchiyama
encryption scheme Okamoto & Uchiyama (1998) and Paillier cryptosystem Paillier (1999) is
utilized in Kuribayashi & Tanaka (2005). In these schemes, to convince a seller that a trans-
mitted ciphertexts really contains his fingerprinting information, zero-knowledge interactive
protocol (ZKIP) must be performed, which is easily constructed using the applied public-key
cryptosystem. Such characteristic is necessary for the security reason and the anonymity of a
buyer is achieved.
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Fig. 1. The flow of the asymmetric fingerprinting protocol.
2.2 Asymmetric Fingerprinting Protocol Based on Bit Commitments
In the asymmetric fingerprinting scheme, a buyer and a seller jointly embed a fingerprint.
First, the buyer encrypts a fingerprint and sends it to the seller. Then the seller verifies that
the received ciphertext is made from the real fingerprint, and embeds it in his encrypted copy
by multiplying those ciphertexts. Finally, the buyer receives the encrypted and fingerprinted
copy and decrypts it. After the protocol, only the buyer gets the fingerprinted copy without
disclosing his identity. The model of asymmetric fingerprinting protocol is described in Fig.1.
A concept of an anonymous fingerprinting protocol was first presented in Pfitzmann &Waid-
ner (1997), and the fingerprinting system composed of several protocols was presented Pfitz-
mann & Sadeghi (1999), which security was further improved in Pfitzmann & Sadeghi (2000).
There are three parties, buyer B, seller S , and registration center RC. First, RC generates a
pair of keys, secret key and public key, and distributes the latter to all participants of the sys-
tem. When B begins a trade to a seller S , first B must register at RC. And then B withdraws
a digital coin which includes an identify proof W = proo f (id) of his identity(fingerprint), id,
and its signature which can be verified using the RC’s public key and can assure the legiti-
macy of the buyer. In Fingerprinting Protocol, B encrypts his fingerprint and sends to S . Then
using a zero-knowledge proof, B proves that the contents of the ciphertext is equivalent to
that of W. After S is convinced the validity of the ciphertext, he encrypts his image, and mul-
tiplies the received ciphertext and the ciphertext of his image to embed the fingerprint in his
image based on a homomorphic property. In order to prove that the ciphertext really includes
the fingerprint without revealing the plain value, two kinds of bit commitment schemes are
applied. One is based on the discrete logarithm assumption, and the other is on the quadratic
residues Brassard et al. (1988) which security depends on the p-subgroup assumption and
quadratic residues assumption, respectively. The commitment schemes BCDL and BCRQ are
described as follows.
BCDL: Let p be a large prime, and g and h be the generators. The commitment comDL(b, r) of
a bit b is calculated using a random number r as follows.
comDL(b, r) = g
bhr (mod p) (3)
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secret key
: Buyer : Seller BCQR: Let p and q be large primes, and n = pq. The commitment comQR(b, r) is obtained by
the following equation.
comQR(b, r) = (−1)
br2 (mod n) (4)
Here, it is remarkable that the committed value b of BCDL is not only binary, it can take
an integer of (Z/pZ). When W is calculated based on BCDL, namely W = comDL(id, r) =
gidhr mod p, then it is difficult for a seller to embed directly the value of id using the commit-
ment. Because of the characteristic of the commitment scheme, the recovery of the committed
value is generally impossible. So instead of W, the commitment of each information bit of
id = ∑wj2
j, which is calculated by comQR(wj, rj), is applied for embedding. For a certain
bit Xi ∈ {0, 1} of digital contents, S computes the commitment comQR(Xi, ri), and multiplies
comQR(wj, rj) to it.
comQR(Xi, ri) · comQR(wj, rj) = (−1)
Xiwj (rirj)
2 (mod n) (5)
It is noticed that if Xiwj is 0, the result is quadratic residue, otherwise, it is quadratic non-
residue. The knowledge of two primes p and q allow B to compute the value Xiwi mod 2
using the Jacobi Symbol while S can not determine that it is quadratic residue or not. So the
security is based on the difficulty of factoring n = pq.
Before the above computation, B must certify that the values comQR(wj, rj) of the commit-
ments are equivalent to that ofW. Using BCDL, B convinces S by zero-knowledge interactive
protocol that the committed value of comDL(id, r) is equivalent to that of comQR(id, r). After
the above protocol, only B can decrypt the fingerprinted copy and S can obtain the proof of
the communication which can be used later if B illegally redistributes the copy.
The function f (·) in the homomorphic property of BCQR is exclusive or operation. Based on
the property, an encrypted fingerprint can be embedded in the encrypted copy, but the en-
ciphering rate is extremely small because the commitment can contain only one-bit message
in log2 n-bit ciphertext, where n is composed of two large primes such that the bit-length of n
should be more than 1024. Therefore, the enciphering rate of this method is more than 1/1024.
2.3 Unbinding Problem
It is also desirable for the fingerprinting protocol to solve the unbinding problem such that the
relation between fingerprint information and a specific transaction performed by a buyer and
a seller. In the elementary fingerprinting protocol Memon & Wong (2001), fingerprint infor-
mation to be embedded is not well considered, which is merely related to user’s information
such as name, address, phone number, e-mail address, etc.. When a seller finds an illegal copy
and detects the corresponding buyer by extracting the fingerprint, he will go to court with
the collected proofs. A malicious seller, however, frames the detected buyer by embedding
the obtained fingerprint into the other contents which are more expensive than the detected
one what he really sold to the buyer. Therefore, once a seller obtains such a fingerprint, it
is possible for him to transplant it into another much expensive contents so that he can get
compensated more.
In Lei et al. (2004), a fingerprint is binded with a common agreement (ARG) by producing the
signature of a trusted watermark certification authority (WCA), and the transaction of digital
contents is uniquely associated with a log file. For anonymity of buyers, a digital certifica-
tion authority (CA) is introduced in the fingerprinting protocol. A buyer B first randomly
selects a key pair (pkB , skB), where pkB and skB are the public and secret keys of public-key
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cryptosystem, respectively. He sends pkB , which is a pseudonym associated with B, to CA in
order to get an anonymous certificate CertCA(pkB). When B makes an order to a seller S , he
checks the validity of CertCA(pkB). Then S asksWCA to generate a unique watermark W for
the current transaction between B and S . The protocol between the buyer B and seller S is
summarized below (the detail is referred to Lei et al. (2004)).
1. B selects one-time key pair (pk⋆, sk⋆) and generates its certificate CertpkB (pk
⋆) using the
public key pkB . After making a common agreement ARG, B calculates a digital signa-
ture Signpk⋆ (ARG) using the one-time public key pk
⋆. B sends pkB, pk
⋆, CertCA(pkB),
CertpkB (pk
⋆), ARG, and Signpk⋆ (ARG) to S .
2. If the validity of the received items is verified, S generates a watermark V and embeds
into contents X. The watermark is reference information to retrieve this sale record
from illegally distributed copy; hence it could be omitted if the seller wants to avoid
the degradation of quality. Then, S send CertpkB (pk
⋆), ARG, Signpk⋆ (ARG), and X
(V)
toWCA.
3. Upon receiving the items, WCA verifies the validity of the certificate and sig-
nature, and reject the transaction if any of them is invalid. Otherwise, using
X(V) it generates a unique and robust watermark W as fingerprint information
which is specific to this transaction. Then, it computes Epk⋆ (W), EpkWCA (W), and
SignWCA(Epk⋆ (W), pk
⋆, Signpk⋆ (ARG)), and sends them back to S .
4. When S receives the response, the embedding operation in encrypted domain is per-
formed by computing
Epk⋆ (X
(W,V)) = Epk⋆ (X
(V))⊕ Epk⋆ (W), (6)
where ⊕ implies the embedding operation based on the homomorphic property. Then,
S delivers Epk⋆ (X
(W,V)) to B.
5. After decrypting the received Epk⋆ (X
(W,V)), B obtains the watermarked copy X(W,V).
Where Epk(·) is an enciphering function using a public key pk. The flow of the transaction is
summarized in Fig.2.
The signature SignWCA(Epk⋆ (W), pk
⋆, Signpk⋆ (ARG)) explicitly binds W and ARG, which, in
turn, uniquely specifies a particular digital content X, so it is impossible for S to transplant
the watermark from an illegal copy to other contents.
3. Asymmetric Fingerprinting Protocol Based on Additive Homomorphism
The idea of the protocol Kuribayashi & Tanaka (2005) is to exploit the public-key cryptosys-
temwith additive homomorphic property such as the Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme
Okamoto & Uchiyama (1998) and Paillier cryptosystem Paillier (1999) for anonymous finger-
printing.
3.1 Public-Key Cryptosystem with Additive Homomorphism
After Goldwasser-Micali’s schemeGoldwasser &Micali (1984) based on quadratic residuosity,
Benaloh’s homomorphic encryption function, originally designed for electronic voting and
relying on prime residuosity, prefigured the first attempt to exploit the plain resources of this
theory. Okamoto and Uchiyama significantly extended the enciphering rate by investigating
Buyer Seller
watermark Certification
Authority
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CertCA(pkB), CertpkB(pk
⋆),
Epk⋆(W ), EpkWCA(W ),
ARG , Signpk⋆(ARG)
SignWCA(Epk⋆(W ), pk
⋆, Signpk⋆(ARG))
Signpk⋆(ARG),X
(V )
CertpkB(pk
⋆),ARG ,
Epk⋆(X
(W,V ))
Buyer Seller
watermark Certification
AuthorityB S WCA
Fig. 2. The transaction of the fingerprinting protocol.
two different approaches: residuosity of smooth degree in Z∗pq and residuosity of prime degree
p in Z∗p2q, respectively. Here, we review the cryptosystem and enumerate the properties of the
enciphering function.
Let p and q be two large primes (|p| = |q| = ℓp bits) and N = p2q. Choose g ∈R (Z/NZ)
randomly such that the order of gp = gp−1 mod p2 is p, where g.c.d.(p, q − 1) = 1 and
g.c.d.(q, p − 1) = 1. Let h = gN mod N. Here a public key pk is (N, g, h, ℓp) and a secret
key sk is (p, q). The cryptosystem, based on the exponentiation modN, is constructed as fol-
lows.
Encryption: Let m (0 < m < 2ℓp−1) be a plaintext. Selecting a random number r ∈R (Z/NZ),
a ciphertext is given by
C = gmhr (mod N). (7)
Decryption: Calculate first Cp = Cp−1 mod p2 and then
m =
L(Cp)
L(gp)
(mod p), (8)
where
L(x) =
x − 1
p
. (9)
We denote the encryption function Epk(m, r) and decryption function Dsk(C). Three impor-
tant properties of the scheme are given by the following P1, P2 and P3.
P1. It has an additive homomorphic property : if m1 + m2 < p,
Epk(m1, r1) · Epk(m2, r2) = Epk(m1 + m2, r1 + r2) (mod N). (10)
P2. It is semantically secure if the following assumption, i.e. p-subgroup assumption, is true:
Epk(0, r) = h
r mod N and Epk(1, r
′) = ghr
′
mod N is computationally indistinguish-
able, where r and r′ are uniformly and independently selected from ∈R (Z/NZ).
P3. Anyone can change a ciphertext, C = Epk(m, r), into another ciphertext, C
′ = Chr
′
mod
N, while preserving the plaintext of C (i.e., C′ = Epk(m, r
′′)), and the relationship be-
tween C and C′ can be concealed.
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a (mod N)
a (mod N) a (mod N)
: buyer
id =
∑
wj2
j W = gid (mod N)
V = ha (mod N)
comj = g
wjhaj (mod N)
a =
∑
aj2
j
∏
comj
2j ?= W · V (mod N)
comj
a
Yi =


gIihbi · comTj
gIihbi
Dsk(Yi) =


Ii + Twj
Ii
Yi =


gIi+TwjhTaj+bi
gIihbi
Yi
Embedding Intensity T
a ∈R (Z/NZ)
Ii, bi ∈R (Z/NZ)
aj ∈R (Z/NZ)
B : sellerS
Fig. 3. Fingerprinting protocol based on additive homomorphism.
Although the enciphering rate of Paillier cryptosystem Paillier (1999), which has the similar
structure to Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme, is higher, it requires more computations.
So the selection of the scheme is dependent on the applied system. For convenience, the
cryptosystem in the protocol is represented by Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme; the
approach can be easily translated to the Paillier cryptosystem, the readers are recommended
to check the original paper Paillier (1999).
3.2 Main Protocol
The fingerprinting protocol is executed between a buyer B and a seller S . B commits his
identity(fingerprint), id = ∑ wj2
j (0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1) to S the enciphered form, comj, where the
values of wj are binary. Then, S encrypts his image Xi (0 ≤ i ≤ L) and multiplies it to the
received comj. We assume that B has already registered at a center RC, and sent S the coin
which includes a fingerprint and its signature. For simplicity, W = gid mod N is regarded as
a commitment of id. Under the assumption, the fingerprinting protocol is given as follows
(indicated in Fig.3).
[ Fingerprinting Protocol ]
Step 1. S generates a random number a(2ℓ < a < N) and sends it to B.
Step 2. B decomposes a into ℓ random numbers aj ∈R (Z/NZ) to satisfy the following equa-
tion.
a =
ℓ−1
∑
j=0
aj2
j (11)
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: buyer
Embedding Intensity
: seller Where the values of a1 to aℓ−1 are selected randomly under the condition,
ℓ−1
∑
j=1
aj2
j
< a, (12)
and a0 is calculated as follows.
a0 = a −
ℓ−1
∑
j=1
aj2
j (13)
A bit commitment of each wj is calculated as
comj = g
wj haj (mod N), (14)
= Epk(wj, aj) (mod N), (15)
and sent to S .
Step 3. To verify the commitment, S calculates
V = ha (mod N), (16)
and makes sure that the following equation can be satisfied.
∏
j
comj
2j ?= W ·V (mod N) (17)
Step 4. S generates L random numbers bi ∈R (Z/NZ) and embedding intensity T of even
number. Then, in order to get the encrypted and fingerprinted image, S calculates
Yi =
{
gXi hbi · comTj (mod N) marking position
gXi hbi (mod N) elsewhere
(18)
and sends it to B
Step 5. Since the received Yi is rewritten as
Yi =
{
g(Xi+Twj)hTaj+bi (mod N) marking position
gXi hbi (mod N) elsewhere,
(19)
B can decrypt Yi to get the plaintext.
Dsk(Yi) =
{
Xi + Twj (mod p) marking position
Xi (mod p) elsewhere
(20)
On the deciphered message, if wj = 1, then Xi has been increased, and if wj = 0, then nothing
has done to Xi.
www.intechopen.com
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Remark 1: If we regard wj as a message and aj as a random number, then comj is represented
by Epk(wj, aj) and com
T
j by Epk(Twj, Taj) because
comTj = (g
wj haj )T (mod N)
= gTwj hTaj (mod N)
= Epk(Twj, Taj). (21)
Inmanywatermarking schemes, the embedding procedure is performed by an addition of wa-
termark signal, namely a watermark is added to or subtracted from pixel values or frequency
components with a certain intensity. Therefore, the additive homomorphism is suitable for
such watermark schemes. In Eq.(18), gXi hbi = Epk(Xi, bi) is regarded as S ’s enciphered im-
age, and then from the property P1 Yi at the marking position is rewritten as
Yi = Epk(Xi, bi) · Epk(Twj, Taj)
= Epk(Xi + Twj, Taj + bi) (22)
If S uses Xi as a pixel value directly, the above operation can be applied easily. Considering
about the robustness against attack such as lossy compression and filtering operation, etc., the
transformed domain is generally more resilience for such attacks.
In the fingerprinting protocol B may be able to forge his identity as he has not proved that the
values of wj (0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1) are binary. Even if they are not binary, Eq.(17) can be satisfied
choosing them suitably. Then a malicious buyer may try to find the embedding position by
setting the values adaptively. To solve the problem, a zero-knowledge interactive protocol
has been introduced to prove that a commitment contains binary value, the procedure, called
binary proof, is clearly described in Kuribayashi & Tanaka (2005).
3.3 Modified Fingerprinting Protocol
We consider the size of the message being encrypted, where the bit length of a message is
revealed as the public key ℓp of Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme. Since Xi and T are
much smaller than 2ℓp−1(< p) and the ciphertext is three times as large as p, the enciphering
rate is still low. To exploit the message space effectively, the size of message to be encrypted
should be modified as large as 2ℓp−1.
Let mi be
mi =
{
Xi + Twj markingposition
Xi elsewhere,
(23)
and ℓm be the maximum bit-length of mi. Since ℓm is much smaller than ℓp, the message can
be replaced by
Mi′ =
γ−1
∑
t=0
mi′γ+t2
ℓmt, 0 ≤ i′ ≤ L/γ − 1, (24)
where
γ =
⌈
ℓp
ℓm
⌉
. (25)
It is illustrated in Fig.4. If the ciphertext of the message Mi′ is calculated by S using comj and
Xi in the fingerprinting protocol, the enciphering rate becomes at most 1/3 in theory.
In order to perform the above operations, the fingerprinting protocol of Step 4 and Step 5
presented in the fingerprinting protocol is changed as follows.
bits
bits bits bits bits bits
=
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bitsℓp
mi′γ+1
ℓm bits ℓm bits ℓm bits ℓm bits ℓm bits
M ′i mi′γ m(i′+1)γ−2 m(i′+1)γ−1mi′γ+2=
Fig. 4. Composition of the message Mi′ .
[Modified Fingerprinting Protocol ]
Step 4. In order to get the encrypted and fingerprinted image yi, S calculates
yi =
{
gXi · comTj (mod N) marking position
gXi (mod N) elsewhere.
(26)
To synthesize some yi in one ciphertext Yi′ , the following operation is performed using
a random number bi′ ∈R (Z/NZ).
Yi′ =
(
∏
t
(yi′γ+t)
2ℓmt
)
· hbi′ (mod N) (27)
Step 5. B decrypts the received Yi′ to obtain Mi′ . Since he knows the bit-length ℓm of mi, he
can decompose Mi′ into the pieces, and finally he can get the fingerprinted image.
Remark 3: From Eqs.(23)-(26) and the property P3, Eq.(27) is expressed by
Yi′ =
(
∏
t
gmi′γ+t2
ℓmt
)
· hr (mod N)
= g∑ mi′γ+t2
ℓmt
hr (mod N)
= gMi′ hr (mod N)
= Epk(Mi′ , r). (28)
If the Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme is secure and the bit-length of Mi′ is less than
ℓp, B can decrypt Yi′ = E(Mi′ , r). Here, in Eqs.(27) and (28) several pieces mi′γ+t of finger-
printed image that compose Mi′ are encrypted in one ciphertext E(Mi′ , r), though each piece
is encrypted in the original scheme. Therefore, Mi′ should retain a special data structure de-
scribed by Eq.(24). If S changes the data structure, B can not decompose it into the correct
pieces mi′γ+t, and then he can claim the fact. Hence, with the knowledge of data structure B
can decompose the decrypted message Mi′ into mi′γ+t, and finally get the fingerprinted im-
age. Furthermore, as Mi′ is simply produced by composing several pieces of mi′γ+t, B can not
derive any information about original image from the decrypted message.
Assume that the size of fingerprint is ℓ bits, and the fingerprint is embedded in the frequency
components of an image where the number of components is L and each component is ex-
pressed by ℓm bits. Then the total amount of plain data of digital contents is ℓmL. In Pfitz-
mann & Sadeghi (1999) and Pfitzmann & Sadeghi (2000), the modulus n is a composite of two
large primes. Since only one bit is encrypted when bit commitment schemes are used, each
bit of the frequency components must be encrypted, thus the total amount of encrypted data
is ℓmL log2 n bits. On the other hand, the modulus of the fingerprinting protocol with addi-
tive homomorphism is N(= p2q, 3ℓp bits). In the original scheme, the amount of encrypted
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conventional original modified
1/3ℓp ℓm/3ℓp 1/3
Table 1. Enciphering rate.
data is L log2 N(= 3ℓpL) bits as each component is encrypted. In the modified scheme, it is
(L log2 N)/γ (≃ 3ℓmL) bits, because from Eq.(25) there are at most L/γ messages Mi′ to be
encrypted, since ℓm ≃ ℓm. Here, if log2 n ≃ log2 N = 3ℓp, the enciphering rates are indicated
in Table 1. Since the enciphering rate of Paillier cryptosystem is 1/2, the protocol can achieve
the rate if the cryptosystem is applied instead of Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme.
4. Collusion Resilience
In a fingerprinting scheme, each watermarked copy is slightly different, hence, malicious
users will collect their copies in order to remove/alter the watermark. For an improperly
designed fingerprint, it is possible to gather a small coalition of colluders and sufficiently at-
tenuate each of colluders’ fingerprint to produce a pirated copy with no detectable traces.
Thus, it is important to model and analyze collusion, and to design fingerprints that can resist
the collusion attack.
There are several types of collusion attacks that may be used against fingerprinting system.
One method is to average fingerprinted copies, which is an example of the linear collusion at-
tack. Another collusion attack involves users cutting out portions of each fingerprinted copy
and pasting them together to form a pirated copy. Other attacks may employ nonlinear oper-
ations, such as taking the maximum or median of signal values of individual copies. As the
countermeasure of collusion attack, a number of works on designing fingerprints have been
proposed. One approach generates mutually independent sequences, e.g. spread spectrum
sequence, for assigning users as their fingerprints, the other approach encodes fingerprint
information considering the distances among fingerprint codes.
On the former approach, spread spectrum sequences which follow a normal distribution are
assigned to users as fingerprints. The origin of the spread spectrum watermarking scheme
is Cox’s method Cox et al. (1997) that embeds the sequence into frequency components of
digital image and detects it using a correlator. Since normally distributed values allow the
theoretical and statistical analysis of the method, modeling of a variety of attacks have been
studied. Studies in Zhao et al. (2005) have shown that a number of nonlinear collusions such
as interleaving attack can be well approximated by averaging collusion plus additive noise.
So far, many variants of the spread spectrum watermarking scheme are based on the Cox’s
method.
Let W be a watermark signal composed of ℓ elements wi ∈ N(0, 1), (0 ≤ i < ℓ) and each
of them is embedded into selected DCT coefficient Xi, (0 ≤ i < ℓ) based on the following
equation,
XWi = Xi(1+ αwi), (29)
where N(0, 1) is a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, and α is an embedding
strength. At the detector side, we determine which SS sequence is present in a test image by
evaluating the similarity of sequences. From the suspicious copy, a sequence W˜ is detected by
calculating the difference of the original image, and its similarity with W is obtained as fol-
lows.
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sim(W, W˜) =
W · W˜√
W˜ · W˜
, (30)
If the similarity value exceeds a threshold, the embedded sequence is regarded as W.
At the detection, DCT coefficients of test image are subtracted from those of original image,
and then the correlations with every candidates of watermark signal are computed. Thus,
non-blind and informed watermarking scheme can be applied. In fingerprinting techniques,
the original contentmay be available at a detection because a seller is assumed as the author, or
a sales agent who knows it. A simple, yet effective collusion attack is to average some variants
of copy because when c copies are averaged, the similarity value calculated by Eq.(30) results
in shrinking by a factor of c, which will be roughly
√
ℓ/c Cox et al. (1997). Even in this case,
we can detect the embedded watermark and identify the colluders by using an appropriately
designed threshold.
Chen et al. Chen & Wornel (2001) showed that additive spread spectrum watermarking, in
general, not good choices for embedding a bit-sequence, and, as an alternative, they intro-
duced a new class of embedding strategies, which is referred to as “quantization index mod-
ulation (QIM)”. In the study, they presented that dither modulation is a practical implemen-
tation of QIM that exhibits many of the attractive performance properties of QIM. The conve-
nient structure of dither modulation, which is easily combined with error-correction coding,
allows the system designer to achieve different rate distortion-robustness trade-offs by tuning
parameters such as the quantization step size. It is also suitable for fingerprinting system by
encoding fingerprint information by collusion-secure code. Thus, the combination of the QIM
watermarking and collusion-secure code can provide a good fingerprinting system.
Aiming at the extraction of a fingerprint bit-sequence, the QIMwatermarking is implemented
in Kuribayashi & Tanaka (2005) and its variants are employed in Prins et al. (2007). In Swami-
nathan et al. (2006), the capability of the QIM based fingerprinting system is investigated,
and the results show that one variant, which is called the spread transform dither modula-
tion (STDM), retains an advantage under blind detection. Under non-blind detection, which
is a reasonable assumption in fingerprinting system, there is still a performance gap with the
spread spectrummethod. It is noted that, in Yacobi (2001), the traceability is further improved
by combining a spread spectrum embedding like Cox’s method.
Assume that the bit-length of themessage space is ℓM and that of eachwatermarked frequency
components is ℓm. Generally, ℓM is much larger than ℓm. In order to exploit the message
space effectively, dozens of watermarked frequency components are packed in one message
in Kuribayashi & Tanaka (2005), hence, the enciphering rate is almost equivalent to that of
an applied cryptosystem by suitably designing the message space of a ciphertext. From the
viewpoint of enciphering rate, the modification of QIM method implemented in Prins et al.
(2007) is not a good choice, and the improvement of the robustness against attacks is still
inferior to the spread spectrum method. The adaption of fingerprinting code further restricts
the scalability of the QIM based fingerprinting system because of the long code-length.
5. How to Implement Spread Spectrum Watermarking on Encrypted Domain
Despite the simple structure of the QIMwatermarking, the exploitation of fingerprinting code
prevents the usability for various kinds of digital contents. We note that one major drawback
of the conventional methods Kuribayashi & Tanaka (2005) Prins et al. (2007) is the long code-
length of the fingerprinting code. Alternatively, the spread spectrumwatermarking technique
Cox et al. (1997) is implemented on the fingerprinting protocol based on the homomorphic
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property of public-key cryptosystem in this section. Hereafter, for simplicity, the embedding
of the reference information V, which is introduced in Lei et al. (2004), and a random number
used for the encryption are omitted in the protocol.
The embedding operation in Eq.(29) can be easily performed using the additive homomor-
phic property of public-key cryptosystems such as Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme
Okamoto & Uchiyama (1998) and Paillier cryptosystem Paillier (1999). Remember that Eq.(22)
is composed of two operations; multiplication and addition for g(·) and f (·), respectively.
Since the multiplication is realized by the iteration of addition, the embedding operation is
represented by the multiplication and exponentiation. Suppose that an original image is com-
posed of L pixels and is represented by the DCT selected coefficients Xi, (0 ≤ i < ℓ) and the
remain ones Xi, (ℓ ≤ i < L), and a watermark signal is represented by wi, (0 ≤ i < ℓ). Then,
the embedding operation of Eq.(29) is executed in the encrypted domain as follows.
Epk
(
Xi(1+ αwi)
)
= Epk(Xi) · Epk(wi)
αXi (31)
The above operation can be directly applied for the operation ⊕ in Eq.(6). Here, it is noticed
that a watermark signal and DCT coefficients are generally represented by real value and they
must be rounded to integer before the encryption. If such parameters are directly rounded to
the nearest integers, it may result in the loss of information. Hence, they should be scaled be-
fore rounding-off. In addition, a negative number should be avoided considering the property
of a cryptosystem because it is represented by much longer bit-sequence under the finite field
of applied cryptosystem, which affects the other packed ones described in Eq.(27). Hence, a
rounding operation that maps real value into positive integer is required.
At first, we show the operation concerning to a watermark signal W = {w0,w1,w2, . . . ,wℓ−1}.
Since the ciphertext of W is computed by a watermark certification authority WCA, the en-
ciphering operation is performed previously sent to a seller S . A constant value pw is added
to each element of watermark signal wi, (0 ≤ i < ℓ) to make the value positive. Then, it is
scaled by a factor of sw in order to keep the degree of precision, and it is quantized to wi. Such
operations are formalized by the following one equation;
wi = int
(
sw(wi + pw)
)
, 0 ≤ i < ℓ (32)
where int(a) outputs the nearest integer from a real value a. After the operation, WCA
encrypts W = {w0,w1,w2, . . . ,wℓ−1} using a public key pk, and the ciphertexts Epk(W) =
{Epk(w0), Epk(w1), Epk(w2), . . . , Epk(wℓ−1)}, pw, and sw are sent to S . It is noted that Epk(W)
corresponds to Epk⋆ (W) in Fig.2, and the corresponding ciphertext of EpkWCA (W) is also sent
to S .
Next, S performs the rounding operation to DCT coefficients Xi, (0 ≤ i < ℓ) as follows. A
constant value px is added to each DCT coefficient, and then scaled by swsx. By quantizing it,
the rounded DCT coefficient Xi is obtained.
Xi = int
(
swsx(Xi + px)
)
, 0 ≤ i < ℓ (33)
For the control of rounding operation of each DCT coefficient, the watermark strength α is
modified to αi;
αi = int
(
sxα|Xi|
)
, 0 ≤ i < ℓ (34)
Using the above items, S embeds wi into Xi for 0 ≤ i < ℓ based on the additive homomorphic
property of public cryptosystem as follows.
Epk(Xi) · Epk(wi)
αi = Epk(Xi + αiwi) (35)
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Since the plain value of the ciphertext Epk(Xi + αiwi) is
Xi + αiwi = swsx(Xi + px) + sxα|Xi|sw(wi + pw), (36)
= swsx
(
(Xi + αwi|Xi|) + (px + α|Xi|pw)
)
, (37)
the scaling factor s = swsx and the adjustment factor p = px + α|Xi|pw are necessary to calcu-
late the actual watermarked DCT coefficients Xi + αwi|Xi|. Therefore, these two parameters s
and p are sent to B as well as Epk(Xi + αiwi). It is noticed that the remained DCT coefficients
Xi, (ℓ ≤ i < L) should be sent to B. In order to keep the secrecy of the embedding position,
they must be encrypted before delivery. Without loss of generality, the rounding operation for
those coefficients are given by
Xi = int
(
sxsw(Xi + px + α|Xi|pw)
)
, ℓ ≤ i < L, (38)
and the ciphertexts Epk(Xi) are sent with Epk(Xi + αiwi) to B. Namely, the ciphertexts of a
watermarked image Epk(X
W
), which is corresponding to Epk⋆ (X
(W,V)) in Fig.2, is composed
of those ones.
Epk(X
W
) =
{
Epk(Xi + αiwi) 0 ≤ i < ℓ
Epk(Xi) ℓ ≤ i < L
(39)
After the decryption of the received ciphertexts Epk(X
W
), B divides the results by a factor
of s, and then subtracts p as the post-processing operation. At the embedding position, the
ciphertexts are Epk(Xi + αiwi) and the post-processing operation outputs the fingerprinted
coefficients Xi + αwi|Xi| as follows;
Dsk
(
Epk(Xi + αiwi)
)
s
− p = Xi + αwi|Xi|, 0 ≤ i < ℓ, (40)
where Dsk(·) is a deciphering function using a secret key sk. At the other position, the cipher-
texts are Epk(Xi) and B obtains Xi after the post-processing operation.
Dsk
(
Epk(Xi)
)
s
− p = Xi, ℓ ≤ i < L. (41)
It is remarkable that the embedding position is kept secret from B, the classification of the
above operations is difficult. The diagram of the interactive protocol is shown in Fig.5.
In Eq.(22), the watermarked coefficient XWi is composed of two terms; Xi and αwiXi. Since
wi is encrypted at the center WCA prior to the embedding operation at S , Xi and wi are
rounded separately. Considering the post-processing at B, the scaling factors sw, sx, and the
compensation factor p should be constant. Here, we assume that a constant value is uniformly
added to real values which are wi and Xi to make it positive. Then, B must subtract the
interference term related to both Xi and wi, which requires additional communication costs.
If the adjustment factor p is varied with respect to Xi, the amount of information to be sent
to B from S becomes very large. In order to avoid it, we set p a constant value by controlling
the value px. Even if p and α is known, to obtain Xi is still informationally difficult because of
three unknown parameters px, pw, and Xi for a given one equation p = px + α|Xi|pw. As the
consequence, the secrecy of the original DCT coefficients is assured.
Notice that if the size of scaling factors sw and sx is increased, the proposed scheme can simu-
late the original Cox’s method more precisely. From the viewpoint of enciphering rate, how-
ever, these factors should be small. Referring to the modified fingerprinting protocol, the
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wi → wi = int(sw(wi + pw)), 0 ≤ i < ℓ
wi → Epk(wi), 0 ≤ i < ℓ
X i → Epk(X i), 0 ≤ i < L
α → αi = int(sxα|Xi|), 0 ≤ i < ℓ
Epk(X i) · Epk(wi)
αi = Epk(X i + αiwi), 0 ≤ i < ℓ
: buyerB
: sellerS
Epk(X
W
) =


Epk(X i + αiwi) 0 ≤ i < ℓ
Epk(X i) ℓ ≤ i < L
Dsk(Epk(X
W
))
s
− p =


Xi + αwi|Xi| 0 ≤ i < ℓ
Xi ℓ ≤ i < L
Xi → X i =


int(swsx(Xi + px)) 0 ≤ i < ℓ
int(sxsw(Xi + px + α|Xi|pw)) ℓ ≤ i < L
watermark Certification
Authority WCA
Epk(wi), pw, sw
Epk(X
W
), p, s
Fig. 5. The procedure of fingerprinting protocol to embed the spread spectrum watermark.
bit-length of a watermarked coefficient X
W
i = Xi + αiwi, which is represented by a constant
bit-length ℓx, is much smaller than that of message space in cryptosystems such as Okamoto-
Uchiyama encryption scheme and Paillier cryptosystem, and some of X
W
i should be packed
in one message M;
M = X
W
i ||X
W
i+1|| · · · ||X
W
i+ξ−1, (42)
where ξ is the number of packed coefficients and is dependent on sw and sx. Such a packing
operation is easily performed by computing the ℓxt-th power of Epk(X
W
i+t);
Epk(M) =
ξ−1
∏
t=0
(
Epk(X
W
i+t)
)ℓx t
(43)
The appropriate size of sw and sx are explored by implementing on a computer and evalu-
ating the simulated performance. It is worth mentioning that the enciphering rate of Paillier
cryptosystem approaches asymptotically 1 using the extension of the cryptosystem Damgård
& Jurik (2001) and then more data can be packed in one ciphertext. Although the works in
Fouque et al. (2003); Orlandi et al. (2007) can encode rational numbers by a limited precision,
they are not suitable for the packing operation.
6. Simulation Results
Since the basic algorithm of our scheme is Cox’s scheme with a limited precision, we evaluate
the degradation of image quality by PSNR, and the detected correlation values comparedwith
the original values. If the results are similar, we regard that the performance is not degraded.
In our simulation, a standard gray-scaled image “lena” of 256× 256 pixels is used. The length
of watermark signal W is ℓ = 1000 and the embedding intensity is α = 0.1. Even if pw and
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: buyer
: seller
watermark Certification
Authority
px are added, the values of wi and xi might be negative. In such a case, the values are simply
rounded to 0.
The comparison of PSNR and correlation values for the watermarked image which is not
distorted by attacks are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7, respectively. The PSNR of original Cox’s
scheme is 34.93 [dB] and the correlation value is 31.91, which are drawn by dot line in the
figures. From the figures, we can see that the performance is asymptotically reaching the
original value according to the increase of the scaling factors sw and sx. As the basic algorithm
is Cox’s scheme with a limited precision, we can regard that the performance is not degraded
when the detected correlation values are similar.
One of the important characteristic in the spread spectrum watermarking technique is the
orthogonality of each watermark signal because of the robustness against collusion attack. It
is well-known that the original scheme retains the robustnesswith a dozen of colluders. Under
averaging collusion with 5 users, the average similarity value of original scheme is 13.64, and
the proposed one is shown in Fig.8. The robustness against the combination of collusion attack
and JPEG compression are compared, which results are shown in Fig.9. From the results, the
degradation of performance from the original scheme is very slight, and it does not affect the
robustness against attacks. It is noted that the scaling factors sw and sx are closely related
to the degradation of performance. It is better to increase the value of these parameters, for
example sw ≥ 23 and sx ≥ 23, but we have to consider the communication costs because the
bit-length to represent the watermarked DCT coefficient Xi + αiwi is increased according to
the size of sw and sx, which degrades the coding rate of such information. For other images,
“aerial”, “baboon”, “barbala”, “f16”, “girl”, and “peppers”, the similar results are derived
with the above parameters as shown in Table 2 and 3. The attenuation of PSNR value from the
original one is at most 0.1%, that of the correlation value is at most 0.3%, and under averaging
collusion the attenuation is less than 1%. As the consequence, recommended parameters are
sw = 23 and sx = 23 from the simulation results.
When we use the above recommended parameters, the value of X
W
i can be represented by
20 bits (the range must be within [0, 220] if sw = sx = 23). For the security reason, the bit-
length of a composite n = pq for the modulus of Paillier cryptosystem should be no less than
1024 bits. When |n| = 1024, an 1024-bit message is encrypted to an 2048-bit ciphertext. Un-
der the above condition, the number of watermarked DCT coefficients in one ciphertext is at
most 51 (= ⌊1024/20⌋). Since the number of DCT coefficients are 65536 = 256 × 256, the
number of ciphertexts is 1286 (= ⌊65536/51⌋) and the total size of the ciphertexts is about
2.5MB, which is about 40 times larger than the original file size 66KB. In case the packing is
not performed, the total size is more than 128MB. Therefore, we can conclude that the pro-
posed method efficiently implements the Cox’s spread spectrum watermarking scheme in the
asymmetric fingerprinting protocol.
7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we investigated an asymmetric fingerprinting protocol with additive homo-
morphism and a method for implementing watermarking technique in an encrypted domain
for assuring the asymmetric property of fingerprinting system. We developed the commit-
ment scheme utilized to achieve the asymmetric property, and enhance the enciphering rate
by applying Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption scheme for the cryptographic protocol that re-
tains additive homomorphism. In order to contain information in one ciphertext as much as
possible, the large message space is effectively partitioned by multiplexing each fingerprinted
and encrypted component of an image.
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Fig. 6. The image quality for the scaling
values sw and sx, where that of original
scheme is 34.93 [dB] depicted by dot lines.
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Fig. 8. The average correlation value after
averaging collusion attack for the scaling
values sw and sx.
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Fig. 9. The average correlation value after
averaging collusion attack and JPEG com-
pression with quality 35% for the scaling
values sw and sx, where the average value
of original scheme is 10.10.
We proposed a new of approaches for collaborating the proposed asymmetric fingerprinting
protocol and watermarking technique. In the conventional implementation, the QIM water-
marking is applied to the fingerprinting protocol exploiting the quantization procedure that
truncates a real value to integer, which is unavoidable process to apply the public-key cryp-
tosystem based on the algebraic property of integer. In the method, fingerprint information
must be coded by a fingerprinting code to be robust against collusion attack. It also causes an-
other issues such that the applicable contents are limited to huge contents like movie because
of the long code-length. In this chapter, we implemented the spread spectrum watermarking
to be applicable for various kinds of contents. After exploring the fundamental properties of
signals in an encrypted domain, a fingerprint sequence is scaled up in order not to attenuate
the signal energy by quantization. Moreover, the effects of rounding operation that maps a
real value into a positive integer are formulated, and an auxiliary operation to obtain a water-
marked image is presented. From our simulation results, the identification capability of our
algorithm is quite similar to the original spread spectrum watermarking scheme, hence we
can simulate the scheme on the cryptographic protocol with a limited precision.
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aerial baboon barbala f16 girl lena peppers
original 36.34 34.96 34.61 35.59 35.49 34.96 34.48
proposed 36.35 34.95 34.61 35.59 35.48 34.95 34.48
Table 2. The degradation of the image quality when sw = sx = 23.
aerial baboon barbala f16 girl lena peppers
No attack original 31.91 31.91 31.91 31.91 31.87 31.91 31.91
proposed 31.87 31.82 31.85 31.85 31.79 31.84 31.85
Collusion original 13.66 13.64 13.65 13.65 13.54 13.64 13.65
proposed 13.61 13.50 13.54 13.57 13.40 13.54 13.55
Collusion original 11.60 9.14 8.95 9.74 9.01 10.10 10.27
+ JPEG 35% proposed 11.56 9.18 8.91 9.73 9.18 10.06 10.16
Table 3. The degradation of the correlation values when sw = sx = 23.
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